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There are times when the rOle of the news media in

the political system shifts from being merely necessary

to being crucial. With panic and catastrophe in the air,

flaws in the information chain between official and citi-

zen threaten the mental and physifal well-being-of ther
n

population. 'Disasters and disorders are such occsions.

Atter the events of the.sprina of 1979 near Harrisburg;

Pennsylvahia, it is now clear that nuclear accidents must

be adiled to that list.

On the morning of Ma'rch 28, 1979, a series of human

and mechanical errors preventedtthe cool.ing system for

one of Metwpoiitan Edison's,two nuclear reactors on Three

Mile Island from functioning Properly. The result was what

the President's Commission on the Accident-at Three Mile

Island la.eied "the worst accident in the history of corn-
.

mercial nuclear power generation." tetween 300 and 500

reporters covered the story. At Three Mile Islapd'thesd

reporters met one of the most politically charged issues

of the past JTew years; they met a technology most Od not

understand; and" theV met official sources who werrnot

o,



prepared apd not anxipus to provide candid information.

And reporters faced these problems while trying to service

--. a public torn between skepticism and.panic, a public

dependent, almost ex luaivelv on the news media for infor-
...-

motion on which to b se a decision on an important question

of public policy and n some cases a decision on whptherVto

fiee: Dur'ing the acci ent a Nuclear Irulatory Commission

official said, "We face the ultimate i-isk of a meltdown."
, .-----'

-2.----.

.

A'meltdown could have- has catastrophic radiologital conse-
r

,

1 Ak
,

quences for the population in the immedfate nrea and beyond. -

How"well did the news Tedia perform im this difficult

situation where their performance was pritical? In other

rwords,_ in a Crisis with far- reachih0 political implications

and destructive potenti.al, how well. did the new's media do

thelr joh,of informing the public? The mask Force on

, Public Information was cliarged wIth inyestigating this

4

question for the President's Commission on the Accident at

Three Mile Island. As part of this investigation, the

. authors condncted a content analysis of coverage of the'

*.
major events 94 the accident in selected news media.

In our.analysis we looked for an4vters to tile following

tquestions: Did the edia cover the significant events of

the accident? WAs coverage of these events clear and

accurate? Dilt.the media rovide the background a'nd con-

textual inforination needed to understandthese events?

Were the events exaggerated by the media? And what were

the sources of the information or misinformation on these

"
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events that wasareported in the media? In answering these

questions we hoped to shed 3ight on the quality and sropo-

of the information the news media provided the public
c

afid to flind indications of the caluses of dpficiencies in

that information.

Ac6otding to past -research, prirtent,s for press perfor-

mance at Three Mile Island were,not good. Scanlôn in

JOURNAI;ISM QUA1kTERLY quotes Dyne as saying, "Faly media

reports of an unexpected event will tend to exaggerate th'e

extent of the crisis. "1 And Scanlon notes Barton's state-

mentthat :yhe media will disseminate fragmentary and spec-

ulative reports with:oiout checking their accuracy." °In his

own study of coverage of six events, ranging from a police-
.<

Allan's murder to a major gas explosion, in selected Canadian

news media, Scanlon found that "the genePol impression left

by the media accounts was, on the whole; accvate."2 But

on significant drptails of these tragedies he.said his research

(

tends to confirm the pessimistic findings that other scholars

.

ha've reporta: "The media were inaccurate, confused TIci

.

contradictory.". It is also igteres'ting to note that all'the

errors S'Canlon caught werel-in statement that were not.at-

tKibuted; nd source was given for the misinformation.

Three Mile Islaft of course, was more than a crisis;

ft was,a scientific crisis -- perhaps the worst in American

history. If research on crisis coverage hit-g'not been en-

couraging, the literature on coverage o, sciSnce provides

_more cause for optimi9m. In a study in which articles on

..
-
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science appearing over a three month period in a sample ()I-

20 newspapers with circUlations exceeding fifty thousand

were reviewed by the hcientists cited in the articles,,

Tanard and Rysin found that the scientists reported that

only 8.8 percent of the stories contained no errors.
-V3

And

in an earlier study of science coverage, in which readers'

recountings of 75 articles on scientific issues that appeared
*it

in 14 midwestern metropolitan daily.newspapers were checked

by the scientists cited in'the articles, Tichenor, Olien,

Harrison and Donohue found the highest reported accuracy

when articles werf; based.on the heaviest face-to-face contact

between reporter and source.
4 Such face-to-face interaction

was infrequent during the accident at Three Mile Island.

Reporters received most of'their infermation in large press
-

brdefings. Tichenor-, Olien, Harr4on arid Donohde found that

frIticles on science written after coverage of a single public

meeting averaged only 51.9 percent "communication accuracy"

when readers' recountings were-examined by the. scientists.

HOwever, a positive trend in science coverage was spotted

by Cole who'compared science coverage in four metropolitan

newspapers in 1951, 1961 and J971 and found reporting of

C
controverisy increaesing. 5

,
Analysis of coveraae of the accident at Three Mile Island

1

meant extending this research on the adeauacy of crisis and

sciehtific journalism into additional areas of pressing

portance. Failures in/reporting of scientific issues.here

could have had immedlate consequenceg' for public health and

t
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safety. This. was a prolonged crisis during which the danger

sof panic or catastrophe was ever present. This cri!i3s also

received media coverage of a different level of in
it

ensity

than any of the crises studied h`y Scanlon.

Methods

The analysis was restricted to the first week of cOve!r-

-age -- frpm the declaration of a 'general eMergency-4

-Wednesday porning, March 28, to the realization that the sit-
s*

uation was stable and the danger of a meltdown had passed on
6

Tuesday, April 2. Ten news organizations were selected for

analysis: the two major suppliers of information to.the na-
4

tion's newspapers and broadcast statTions -- the Associated

Press and United Prog.s-,International; the three commercial

television networks -- ABC, CBS and MBC; three of the country's

most irifluential newspayers, whin also function as suppliers

of news'to other papers through their-news services'-- the

New York Times, Washington Post and Los Angeles Tines; and

the two major ritliwspapers in the area of the accident -- the

Harrisburg Patriot/rvenina News AnA Philadelphia Inouirer.

A study of the 50 Upited-States ndwspapers on file at 'the New

York Public lthrary showed that these papers received the

large majority of their news on the.accidMt from the news orgapi-

zations in our study.

-Copies of ali stories transmitted nationally on the

"A wires" by the wire services that/related to the accident

or nucleA power were obta*bed,'along with copaes Of the fipal

edition of each of the newspapers' and transcripts of network

evening and mornihg news programs and network specials on Three
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Pile Island.

Other studies of science reporting have relied on

sources' evaluations of stories in which they are cited.

The resources -of the President's Commission enabled us to

Are a less subjective standard for e/aluating storics.

We relied on .;11 exhaustive time line ofeyents at tlie reactor

prepared by Commission staffers. Media coverage was,examined

fromAhe'perspective of this comprehensive reconstruction bf

eveilts. 'Our standard for accuracy and completeness, therefore,

was similar to that used in Scanlonls study in which re-

vearchers were sent to'the scene of each criSis to provide

detailed accoUnts of what occurred.

The kocused on 20 critical event during the

week of the accident (see box). In addition; 42 background

or contextual facts were included ih the analysis. ,For example,

fo'r the first event, Metropolitan ,Edison's declaration of

a general emergency-, the fact that a general emergency-is the-
.

-highest level of nuclear power plant emergency or radiation
-

emergency was included as A background fact.

Nine coders, graduate and undergraduate students, were

employed ih the study.,,,They Were required to note the appear-

ance of an event or-hackgrourid fact in a story. Certain

words'or rdstricttd synonyms for thoe words had to be Present

for an item tIO be noted as having been mentioned. For the

declaration ot the general emergency, for instance, it was

necessary that the,article u'e-the words "geni:ral emergency."

-6-
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Each time an item was mefftioned in a different article

or by differen't sources within the same article it was

recorded. 'The coders also noted the source to which the

story attributed the item, if any, and any discrepancies

from the worihina of the item that had been propared based

'on the time line.

There was a two-week trainina period for the coders

during which thel, were briefed on the accident, acquainted

with much of the available published information on the

accident, asked to memorize all 62 events and facts, and

drilled in the content analysis tinti14they were agreeing

app-roximatelY 90.percent ofAhe time. The coders were placed

into three teams of two and ohe team of three.

FinaliS7, in analyzing the results of.our study we had

access to detailed interviews'conducted bx. other Commission
1

staffers with all the major officials 'and public relations

personnef involvedriA management of,the accident, and-we

had copies ot althe press releases they issued as yell

as transcripts qf their briefings, meetings and some of their

conversations. It was possible to trace,virtually all the

information and misinformation that appeared in media coverage.

Therefore, in our results we can frequently go beyond notina

what was and was not reported, and indicate what information

was available to reporters, and wht sOurces and officials

were saying at.th time.

-7_
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Rvsults

News of Events Delayed or Pnreported

.1)espite the fact that officials had begun to discuss,

the possibility that the reactor core was partially uncovered

on Wednesday afternoon, the mention of this fact in

the news media surveyed wtts in the Washington Post on Friday

morning. Metrgpolitan Edison began releasing waste water

into theNSusauehanna at 2:30 Thursday .afternoon; it was

not -reported until the information was released in a press

rhlease after midnight. Potasttium iodide was brought to the

stre on Saturday; it was n(4,reported until Monday.

Other signifidant events were missed completely during

the period surveyed in,the media surveyed. There was no

mention of the-evacuation of Mettopolitan Edison employees

from the reactor control room. During this period, the

media surveyed di

to start the reac

not report on the ongoing struggle Wednesday

r coolant pumps -- perhaps the P.ey to

understanding the scope of the accident. Transcripts o'f

their briefinolkand press releases indicate that the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission and Metropolitan Edison never specifically

annotinced that the pumps were not operating for significant
Av.

*periods of time; ---1\olwever, reporters with the proper technical

background might have been able 'to deduce this from other

availgble information. Since no one mentioned that the pvmps

were off, it is not surprising that there was only one offhand

mention, on 1\BC,46f the fact that the pumps had been turned on

Wednesday evening.



Nuclear Requlator Commission engineers concluded

by Wednesday afteimoon that there had never been any clanger

of a bubble explosion within the reactor vessel, aceord-ing

to transcripts of their conversetions and interviews with

the principals. This too went unreported, and the media

surveyed continued to dipscuss the danger of such an explo-

- sion. Transcripts and later interviews indicate that

facts such as this were delayed, withheld or intentionally

obscured by officials. It is not clear whether they might

have been obtained thrbugh more enterprisinl reporting.

Disputes Among Officials Unreported

Governor Thornburgh's recommendation that.pregnant

women and pre-school children leave-the area, announced at

a press conference, is the type of story the media can

cover easily and well. All the media we surveyed had the

story, and by the next morning all except the Los Angeles

Times provided the information needed to understand Thorn-

burgh's action -- the fact that fetuses and children are

more vulnerable to radiation than adults. However, the media

.surveyed missed the major behind-the-scenes story, a story

that certainly would have been of significance'to their

audiences: Shortly before Thornburgh's announdement tho

Nuclear Regulatory Commission had recommended a mass eyacuation.

State officials had disagreed. None of this was reported.

Certainly there was no shortage of-coverage of the fact

that officials were releasino.conflicting and confused state-
%

ments. Whole articles were wiiitten on the subject after the

1200 mr/hr burst of radiation. Yet despie all the attentic;n-

11_
-9--
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paid to the confusing and conflicting information officials

.-were releasing, the news media surveyed missed.the mucli'more

important Story that the decision makers themselves were

confused and in conflict on major issu.es. To he sure, these

stories were,not being handed to reporters. However, two

clues were available on the morning of Thornburgh's announce-
.

ment that might have led enterprising reporters to fhe

controversy surrounding the.evacuation: An evacuation alert

had been broadcast over" _local radio, and residents had been

instructed to stay indoors. No one pursued these clues and

found the story.

The media surveyed also missed the political jockeyina

that occurred after Metropol.itan rdison dumped the waste water

inq the Susnuehanna, althOugh the jockeying was probably

more.sionificant than the dumping. Only the Tssociated Press

and the Washington Post mentioned that the dumping of waste

water was stopped for some hours before:being,resumed with

permission. None of the media surveyed reported that the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission had specificAllr ordered Metro-

politan rdison tc) stop the dumping._ Similar behind-the-'

scenes disputes 011 the 120,0 mr/hr bnrst of radiation and on-

the meaning of a general emergency also went unreported.

Cole's finding that reporting of contoversy has been

increasing in science coverage, was not evident -hee.

Reflected Source confusion

Our" findings here contrast with Scanlon's. The mis-.

-10-
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information on the events we loOked for that appeafed in the

media surveyed generally was attributed, usually to official

sources. Infg'eneral, confusion among official sources was

mirrored hy confusiorrin .thje wiedia. Major distOrtions in

the picture presented the public of sianfficant aspects of
t,

the a&cident were caused by faithful reporting.of officia1 -4

statements.

For example, the question of whether there had been damage

to the core was the second most mentioned item in our study,

but media coverage of the question was confused and conflict-

ing,in large,part because Nuclear Regulatory Commission

officials on site werq-éported to be denyina that there had

been any fuel damage well after Nuclear Regulatory 4C-omission

officials in Bethesda were reported, to have acknowledged

that there had been damage to the core. On ehe Associated

Press cycle from noon to midnight Wednesday, there were

statements from Nuclear Regulatory Commission officials in

Bethesda sayina the core was apparently damaged and two

contradictory statements from Nuclear Regulatory Commissiop

officials on site saying the accident "cauped no,maqc t o the
MP

reactor cOre." Similarly, the media faithfully reported
-

statements denying that, operator error had contributed to the

accident }Ong after operator error was being discussed 'as a

cause of the accident-in fficial circles. The Nuc llear

Regulatory Commission wa discussing operator error as early

as Wednesday afternoon according to trafiscripts and inter-

views with the' principals" yet on Friday morning the New York

Vimes carried official denials that operator error had contri----,

I.



buted to the accident. Throughout the early days of the

accident the media surveyed echoed official statements

by emphasizing equipment malfunction as the-cause of the

accident. The President's Commission and other investiqa-

tors, however, have since placed the majority of Olo.blame
NN

on operator error.

Of al] the events studied, -Me ropolitan rdison's venting

of4the 1200 mr/hr burst of radiation was probabO' the one on

which official sourees were most contradictory.-- Again

this confusion was reflectea in news accounts. The media

surveyed carried incorrect off.itial statements saying that

the burst had been unplanned, unexpected and uncon-trolled.

And United Press International also reported a statement

saying that the burst had * "maximum radiation levol of

350 nir/hr," attributed to an Atomic Industrial.Forum release.

Failure To Ihtlude Background or Contextual Dhformation

In coverage of many of the'events we looked at, the

media surveyed failed to pravide information necessary to

understand the sianificance of the events. 'For example,

Metropolitan Edison declared a general emergency at 7:24
1

Wednesday morning. The Associated Pi-ess mentioned that fact

at 9:06, United Press International 49 minutes later. While
fically

television coverage of this event was spotty -- CBS d' not

mention it _that evening, ABC called it a general alarm

all the newslwipers we surveyed, except the Los Angeles Times,

had the story by the next morning. Nevertheless, none of the

media'surveyed noted on Wednesday or Thursday that a general



emergency is the highest level of radiation emergency, that

it is defined as an incident that has the potential for

serious radiological consequences to the Wealth and safety

of the general pullic, or that the main decision that han to

becade aftger declaration ofta general emergency is whiCther

to evacuate the 1ocd1 °population. Later/reconstructions

of events indicate that in large part this failure to explain

the general emergency can be traced to official confusion.

and reticence, but to the extent to which they failed to

press officials or develop other source's, reporters fpiled

their audiences.

Coverage of the dumpinn of slinhtly radioactive industrial

waste water into the Susquehanna was also marked by an 0
(lbe_)

absence of background facts:y Pssociated Press, United Press

International, the New York mimes, Washington P4st, Phila-
s%

delphia Inviiler and CBS all had the story. All .included

, statements that the water posed little or no health hazard,

110/6
but anly the Associated Press and t-16 Washington Post (which

carried the liAssociated Press story) noted thart dumping indUstrial

waste water from the plant was a routine event, although

1
this information was available in a press release. And only

CBS reported that the material dumped into the river did not

come from the accident. ,These bacPirround facts would have

been useful to reassure a distrustful public.

Metropolitan Edison's ventina of the 1200 mr/hr burst

of radiation was mentioned 56 times in the news media s&veyed,

but none of these media specifically noted that before reaching
ip

populated areas radiation had dissipated .to levels that did

1
- 13- 1 5
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not pose an.immediate health hazard. And CBS, NBC and the

Los Angeles Times failed to accon6any their initial reports

on the burst with any numerical measure of the radiation it

contained.

Of the media that mentioned the detection of radio-

active iodine in the area, only one, the Philadelphia Inouireri-----

accompanied its report with the information necessary to

understand the significance of that detection: the fact(

that radioactive iodine can collect in the body or in mil,

None of these news organizations report41 during the period
P

surveyed that upon retesting iodine-131 levels were found to be

extremely low. )

Finally, in discussing the fact that radiAion above

background levels had been detected up to 16 miles from the

plant, none of the news media surveyed noted that the health

hazard of radiation is cumulative\ Only the Phisladelphia
4

Inquirer and the Harrisburg Evendha News included in this

context information on yearly radiation exposurer which might

have helped their audiences undeistand the significance Of

the figures they:ere given.

tubble Coverage Not Overplayed,

The presence of the gas bubble in the'reactor vessel was the

most mentioped item in our survey (151 mentions) . It domlnated

coverage of the accident from Friday evening to the end of

the perioa on Tuesday. News of the bubble and the dangers it

posed led to the most alarming coverage in the media surveyed,

The New York Times headline Saturday morning read., "U.S. AIDES



1

SPE RISK OP IkIELTDOWN..." The'Philadelphia Inguirer headed
/
fts story, "Possihle 'Melt-down' Feared..." These V.ories

were based, accurately, on a Nuclear Regulatory Commission

prps9 conference in Bethesda at which a Nuclear Regulatory

C76mission official said, "The risk involvod is that the

gas would expand, prevent cooling of the core, that we could

suffer additional core damage...with the ultimate risk of a

The news media surveyed did not play up one potentially

aldrming fact -- that such a bubble was not- covered in Nuclear

Regulatory C

and United

mission plans. ABC, CBS, the Washington Post

ss International did not report this fact ddring

the period sux- ed. Orithe other hand, AIX", CBS, the New

ItYork Times and Harrisburg Evenina News did not protect

against 4 possille miunderstahdina by notinn that a hyd

bubble'explosion would he chemical, not liuclear.
0'

-the
Perhaps the most controversial story of the period was

Associated Press' Aturday night story attributing to a

Nuclear Regulatory Commission official the n/zws that the

bubble might explode in as little as two days. m'he source
*transcripts and interviews demonstrate;

of this story was not and has.not been identified, bu4"
(that iti P

/did reflect a school of thought within the Nuclear Pequlato67

Commission at that time. Significantly, the Associated

Press.story was picked up by only one of the other media
fr.

surleyed. The Philadelphia Inquirer mentioned it while reporting

that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Harold Denton discounted

the possibility of an imminent eiplosion.

.-15- 1 7.



Thu media surveyed seemed attuned to the changes in

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's perecTtion of the dangers

pOsed by the bubble on Fridap.and !7;aturday. However, only

the AssociatNI Press, Washington Post, Harrishurg Evening

News aud AMC mentioned a statement by a Metropolitan Edison

official Monday morning that the bubble was nearly gone,

which was not surprising considering the state of Metro-

politan Edison'g credihility at the time and the- fact that,

the statement was retracted. All .the news media surveyed

on Monday and Tuesday reportd Denton's encouraging state-

ments about the bubble.

Reliance on Secondary Sources

?some important events, the failure of official sources

1.0
provide informati tO the meclisa was partially remedied by

the use 'of secondary sources. The first mention of the

141.

general emergency, b .ssociated Pr.ess, was,attributed to

a state police spokesman." The first mcinti,on,of the role

Of operator error in the 4ccident, hy United Press Inte aaonaI,-

was attributed to SenatOr Gary Hart. And the fkrst men ion

of fuel damage ih the re.adtor, als8 by United-Press Inter-
\

national, was ,Fittributed to Robert Pollard of the Uni n of

Concerned Scitntists. In these cases at least, official

sources blocked, the media surveyed were able to find other,

if less satisfactory, sources:

Conclusions

Were these critical events during the accident at Three

Mile Island exaagdrated by the media? No. Generally-cov rage



s

-

ok these evgnts in the media surveyed waps restrained. Early

reports of the crisis did not tend to exaggetate .i71_'; in fact,

by leaving out background'facts that would have underlined

its seriousness, these reports seemed to underplay the crisis.

And throughout the period surveyed, even the most potentially

alarming storie.s proved to be accurate reflections-of official

coneerns. What this stucIM can not deterffine is whether of-
.

.

ficials.themselves were erly concerned or too sanguine.

Some of the media's %parent sobriety may have been due

to the'se]ection of elite news oroanizM,Dns for the study,

but much of it may have beTn cai\sed by the duration and the

gravity of the crisis. In situations of such persistent

hazard, reporters would have difficulty ignoring their responsi-

bility -to-avoi'd causirfq needless panic. They seeme'd content

to err on the sid of caution.

But the gravity of the situation may also have contributed-
r

to a tentativeness .among otherwise aggressiVe reporters,',a

hesitancy to employ their normal skepticism and their usual

tools for digging be.v the surface. In addiiion, reporters

may have been too intimidated by the unfamiliar scientific

and technical terms with which they were confronted to pursue

'leads with OVir normal, enterpris. The very intensity of the

cOverage, and therefore the swollen.size of the press corps, limited

face-to-face interaction with officials and may also have

hasidicapped reporters. For the fact remains that many important

stories --: such as the dispute on the need for a mass evacuation

and .e seriousness oe the problems with the main core cooling

puMps wept unreported.

1
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So did the new. media cover the significant events
,

of the accident? Not all of them. Some information with

imporliant health and safety consequences for the people in

the grea was not heinn made availahle to those people by

the media surNrwed.

Was coverage of the critical events of the accident

\\clear and accurate?r,..Vs and no. Generally the media su;--

) -
veyed accurately reported the statement of official sources.

r

However, transcripts and later interviews demonstrate that

the, official sources kqere often confused and conflicting.

D.id the me ia provide the background and contextual

information need A to understand these events? Often, no.

The media surveyed failed to place such significant events

as the declaration of general emergency and the venting

of the 1200 mr/hr burgt or-radiation ih meaningful contexts.

Nevertheless, an analysis of the sources noted in media

'reports and transcripts and later interviews with officials

show that most of the blame for these failures to provide

the public wi'th necessary infbrmati,on, and the confusion

and inaccuracy in some of the information that was provided,

\s must rest with the officials in charge. Officials/ sometimes

mislod, sometimes withheld and sometimes were themselVes mis--

informed.

As the President's dOmmission recognized, in'such crises

a Oiblic inf rmation system that provides the public with all

relevant i ation is imperative. During a nuclear hccident,

deficiencies in the information prOvided the public, such as the

,ones outlined in this report, are not merely unfortunate; they

are unacceptable.

-18-
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CRITICAL EVENTS INCLUDED IN THE ANALYSIS AND THE DATE THEY OCCU

1. Metropolitan Edison decUres a general emergency. .(March 28)

te2. Realization that errors by control room rators may have

contribUted significantly to the accident. (March 28)

.,.

3. Realizationithat equipment malfunction may have contributed

significantly to the accident. (March 28) .

h. ,State officials and Metropolitan Edison discuss evacuation. (March 28)

5. Evidence mounts that core was uncovered and nuclear fuel rods

.damaged. (March 28)

6. Unnecessary personnel evacuated from Emergency Control Room because

of high radioactivity. (March 28)

7: Radiation, above background levels' detect up to 16 miles from

plant. (March 28)

8. Iodine-131 found in air on site. (March'28)

9. Radiation readings of 1.42 millirems per houl-4 in Middletown. (March 28)

10. A reactor coolant pumIS is siarted. (March 28)

4
U. Four Metropolitan Edison employees found to have received radiation

exposures in excess of the allowed amount' for a three-montteeriod. (March 28)

12. Metropolitan Edison releases slightly radioactive industrial waste

water'into the Suscpehanna River. (March 29)

(1

13. A gas bubble containing hydrogen ip now known to exist at the top of

the reactor vessel. (March 30)* ,

14.., Metropolitan F.,!dison vents biggest burst yet of radioactive gas into

.

atmosphere. (March 30)

.1
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15. Governor Thornburgh advises pregnant women and pre-school children

to leave area within five-mile radius of plant. (March (9<-

16. Bureau of Radiological Health brings in supply of non-radioactive

pOtassium iodide. (March 31)

17. -Government asks Metropolitan Edison to stop giving technical

information to public. (March 31)

18. Nuclear Regulatory Commission engineers now think there had

never been any danger of an explosion. (April 1)

19. Metropolitan Edison sayilthe bubble'is nearly gone. (April 1)

20. Nuclear Regulatory Commission says the bubble is nearly gone. (April 2)

2


